The June anti-racism issue of NEW DAWN prompted one Yass reader to write in quoting Russ Tyson: "Ah-see, he say 'All men he born equal—it what he equal to, that count'.”

Ted Wotherspoon, licencee of the Wallarah Hotel at Catherine Hill Bay near Newcastle is the first Aboriginal in N.S.W. to be granted a liquor licence. He is running the hotel with his wife Dorothy, also an Aborigine. It is their first hotel. "But it won't be the last," said Ted. "This is only the start. I have my mind on something much more elaborate, possibly in the city." Once a boxer (he fought under the name of Teddy McCoy) Ted has for the past 18 years worked for the Electricity Commission at the Wangi powerhouse. The family had not known about Catherine Hill Bay before moving there to take up the hotel. But now they find that they love it. Said Dorothy: "It's a real one-horse town. It's a real homely place. The people are friendly and it's a fine town for our three growing boys."

Doug Williams of Erambie, Cowra, and friend. Doug recently appeared in an A.B.C. Television documentary to sing Have I Told You Lately That I Love You? Mr Williams is a well-known entertainer in the area and has expressed his desire to show his talent more often to the general public. He is the caretaker and handyman at Erambie and is singularly interested in helping the local people to organize their own handicraft and community self-help programmes. Here Doug is also shown with his family and friends at Erambie.